INTERN AGREEMENT EXPECTATIONS, ADDENDUM 10
Troy and Gwyn Price
pricelessgrace.com
pricelessgraceministries@gmail.com

As a participant in the Internship Program with the Price’s in Haiti, I acknowledge that I have read, understand
and agree with the Statement of Faith, Standards, Costs and the information outlined in What is an Internship. I
understand this is not a short-term mission trip but an internship which will allow me the experience of ministry
and everyday life on the mission field. I expect there will be working ministry opportunities with the Haitian
people as well as during off times to serve the long term missionaries who are there.
I understand that I am in a foreign country and that I will be accountable to my missionary hosts when I am off
the grounds and I will always get permission from them prior to leaving the grounds.
I agree to purchase Missionary Travel Insurance. Here is what we suggest.
https://www.travelwithgallagher.com/. You’ll also need to acquire a membership from HERO Ambulance for
on the ground transport to the hospital. This is the only Ambulance service in Haiti and its run by Americans.
We’ve found this to be invaluable if it is needed. The membership is inexpensive and worth it should you need
it. You will need it for each month you are here. https://www.heroclientrescue.com/memberships-1
I agree to all House Etiquette. (Addendum 6) I agree to abide by the dress code.
I understand that during off hours, I need to be accessible to hosts or to the person or ministry that I may be of
service to in other areas of ministry.
I understand that although hosts may have resources such as a vehicle, cell phones, wifi, etc., that I need to ask
permission to use them because there may be expense involved. Any traveling will need to be done at the
discretion and direction of hosts.
I understand that no boy/girl intimate relationships will be allowed while on this trip with other interns or
Haitians. If you are caught pursuing a relationship in person or on social media or through word of mouth you
will be sent home at your own expense.
I understand this is an incredible opportunity and I look forward to making the most of it. During my experience
as an intern I will receive suggestions from hosts as not merely suggestions, but as the rules and guidelines that
I must follow and obey. I expect to be held accountable for the rules and guidelines listed and if I cannot follow
the rules, guidelines and expectations, hosts have the right to terminate my internship without refund of
remaining funds.

I have read and understand this information: _______________________________________________________________
Signature & Date

I have read and understand this information: _______________________________________________________________
If applicable, signature of Parent or Legal Guardian of Minor Applicant & Date

